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To solve the short and long multicommodity ows, our implementation generates
ow-based formulations using AMPL and solves them using an interior algorithm in
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nowadays a hot problem.The sufx array [16] is one of the most attractive full-text
indexing data structures due to its simplicity, space efciency and powerful/fast
         
           
large sufx arrays.Additionally, we design a new external-memory algorithm that
follows the basic philosophy underlying the algorithm in [13] but in a signicantly
different manner, thus combining its good practical qualities with efcient worst-
case performances. At the best of our knowledge, this is the rst study which
provides a wide spectrum of possible approaches to the construction of sufx ar-
              
        

 

Full-text indexes—like sufx trees [17], sufx arrays [16] (cfr. PAT-arrays [13]), PAT-
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To study the efciency of algorithms that operate on very large text collections,
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   bytes. Sufx arrays can be efciently constructed in   
           
interest in sufx arrays has to be found in their simplicity, reduced space occupancy
             
to index very-large text collections in practice. Sufx arrays also present some natural
           
             
problems related to the efcient management of tree-based data structures (like sufx
trees and StringB-trees) on external storage devices [14]. Furthermore, efcient practical
procedures for building sufx arrays are denitively useful for efciently constructing
sufx trees, String B-trees and the other full-text indexing data structures.

          
            
the known algorithms for building large sufx arrays. This will be the main goal of
our paper, where we will theoretically study and experimentally analyze six sufx-
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 What is the minimum number of yes-no questions needed to nd an
                     
            
     th question, the problem, posed byUlam and R ́  
        
It is known that, with nitely many exceptions, one can nd   
            
    

    
     

              
             
               
               
      , one can always nd an unknown      
            
        

 

Consider the following game: Two players, Paul and Carole, rst x a  
                 , and Paul must nd out
               
                 
        

              
stion, the problem is generally referred to as the Ulam-Ŕ    
p.281], and naturally ts into Berlekamp’s theory of error-correcting communication
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